
rimming plug
Waterproof Remote Control Vibrating Plug

training material

Meet the first premium plug to incorporate 

rotating beads for a rimming sensation and tip 

vibration for orgasmic stimulation.  This 

compact, body-safe, seamless, silicone plug is 

powerfully charged to stimulate all the right 

spots.  Use with or without the wireless remote 

control that not only makes use a breeze, it also 

allows for diverse couple play possibilities.

Includes:

∙ Waterproof Rechargeable Plug

∙ Remote Control

∙ Travel/ Storage Case

∙ USB Cord

∙ 6” X 1 ½”  Soft, seamless silicone plug with    
rotating metal beads and vibrating tip

∙ 5 vibration and rotation intensity levels & 6    
 vibration patterns

∙ Remote control technology that works up to 30  
 feet away

∙ Hypoallergenic & body-safe materials;     
 Phthalate-free, latex-free, non-porous 

∙ Waterproof & shower friendly

∙ Lithium Ion Battery runs 1½ Hour on a single   
 charge

∙ USB rechargeable - empty to full in 2 hours

∙ Battery Level Indicator flashes when charging is  
 required

∙ Travel Lock

∙ Travel-Ready Design- product arrives in    
 convenient, discreet travel case

∙ 1 Year warranty

Details
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Color: Teal

SKU: BV-001 TL

UPC: 4890808177846

Color: Black

SKU: BV-001 BLK

UPC: 4890808177853
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training material

There is an abundance of tiny nerve endings in the anus and 

surrounding tissues.  In addition to nerve endings, pleasure from 

anal play occurs due to the shared wall between the anus and the 

prostate for males and vagina/G-Spot for females. This allows for 

indirect stimulation of the prostate in men and  G-Spot or clitoral 

legs in women.

It is important to note that contrary to popular belief, rimming isn’t a 

behavior limited to men who have sex with men. For instance, a 

survey of 803 lesbian and bisexual women found that 29% reported 

rimming occasionally, and 10% reported doing it often.  There is no 

data on heterosexuals who are into anilingus. However, we suspect 

that this isn’t because heterosexuals are inherently opposed to this 

activity; rather, it probably has more to do with the fact that 

researchers just haven’t bothered to ask them about it! 

Here are the known facts: The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention's 2011 National Health Statistics study showed that 

among adults aged 25-44, about 98 percent of women and 97 

percent of men have had vaginal intercourse, 89 percent of women 

and 90 percent of men have had oral sex, and 36 percent of women 

and 44 percent of men have had anal sex. That means one out of 

every three gals and almost half of the guys polled say they enjoy 

playing with their partners' bum.

rimming - 
oral stimulation of the anus, 
also known as anilingus.
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